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solve the systems of equations 

AQ + allq+ Q% = 0, Atnl+ ~0, + a,,ml=O 

A& f b,&Dz + b,,m, = 0, Am, + b,,m, = 0 

A@, + c,,@, + c12m3 = 0, Ant, -t- cz2rn3 = 0 

(1) 

(2) 

(3 

for the cylindircal region representel-l in the figure. Uere fii, mi re- 

,present solutions in the i-zone, nik, bik are the given coefficients, and 

v is the' eigenvalue of the boundary value pro!Jlem. 

‘he conditions on the zone boundaries are given in the following form 

am. 
__!2=_!!?_=0 f,or z=+H 

dz C3Z 
- 

mz 8% 

---=3-= dr 
0 for r = R (5) 

on the boundary of zones 

am1 -_6 6 8,m, (r=r0. --h<z< h) (6) 

dr 1 CG- 

am1 dm.3 on the boundaryof zones 
ml= m3, x=szc)z 

(7) 
(2 = f h, 0 < r < r0) 

1 ama am3 

m2 = Km3, __ = rzr1 -&I- ar 
rl 

We are jrnterested in the smallest possihle c'. 

It is clear that such a solution is independent of t!le angle, moreover, 
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because of symnetry, it is sufficient to restrict attention to the 

region D. 

Introducing new functions IVY;, ni such that 

't'i m= illli@)l + AlpillZi, ni = A,,i@i + --l.lzi"21 

anal choosing the coefficients Ali accorclingly, we shall bring the systems 

cl), (2), (3) to the form 

AY1 --XxlVl = 0, AM, - 512?Zl = 0 (1') 

A'V,-- x2Va = 0, An, - az2n2 = 0 (2’) 

AY,--Q~Y, = 0, An, - sa2n3 = 0 (3') 

'Ihe conditions (4) and (5) are preserved also for the new functions. 

With respect to the conditions (6)-(5), these will assume the form 

(8’) 

where aikt fiik!~ /‘ik are expressed in terms of Si, yi, ci and the coeffi- 

cients of the equations. Without writing out these relations, we shall 

only note that pik = c2aik. 

It is obvious that particular solutions of equations (2'), satisfying 

all conditions except those where r = rO, will Le the functions 

let us formulate the prolllem: To construct in the zones j-.3 a system 

of eigenfunctions Z(z), using the conditions when z = 0, z = ff, z = h. 
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LL_ 
0 

I 

Fig. 1. 

We shall regard Z!(z) as a vector with components Y and II, and we shall 
introduce t!le notations 

Y-_ 
1 

y1 COG. <h), 

!/3 (h < z <II), 
l-J == { 1; ;;:il,([;; 

It is clear that these functions are discontinuous when z = h, and 

that they satisfy the conditions 

and also the conditions 

Z'z 0 for z =: CJ, z -: Ii ilO) 

In our notations the particular solutions of the equations (1') and 

(_3'), satisfying the conditions when z = 0, z = H and z = h, will be 

written in the form 

where pk are the roots of the characteristic equation A (cl) = 0, obtained 

from the condition (7&) by the obvious substitution 

If the functions Z!(z) really satisfy the conditions claimed for the 

eigenfunctions, then we shall be able to construct a general solution 

both in zone 2 and in the zones 1-3. Finally an application of the con- 
ditions when r = r ,, will permit us to determine the eigenvalue of the 

boundary value problem (to within a constant) and the unknown coefficients 
c !k) c (n), +I. 
‘1 J’2 

‘h’e shall examine in greater detail the functions Z(z). ht. us intro- 
rluce the operator 
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lhe domain of definition of A is a set of vector functions If, of argu- 

ment z with continuous derivatives up to the second order, satisfying 
the conditions (9) and (10). Here, and from now on, the continuity of the 

derivatives of a is required everywhere in the region except at the point 

z = h. .L and M are determined from the relations 
(12) 

(0 < z < h), 

(h < z < H), 
MU= 

A (a” -a,“U) (0 < 2 < h) 

C (II” -as2U) (h < 2 < H) 

A, R, C are for the time being undefined coefficients and Y and U com- 
ponents of the vector function. If we take for Y and U the components of 

the eigenfunction Z(z 1, then clearly 

LY= 
- p’2Y (0 < 2 < h), 
- Bp2Y (h < z < II), 

MU = { 
--w2u (O<z<h) (13l 

-CpW (h<z<H) 

We shall choose the constants A, B, C such that the operator A is 

selfconjugate, i.e. that the relation 

(Q, A%) = (A@,,, W 

is satisfied. 

(‘4) 

We will show how this can be Ilone. Let us consider the expression 

Q = [ [qAQ)s -CD&q] dz (15) 

As before we will denote? the components rbi Ly Y’ and II’ where 

yt = 
{ 

Y? (0Gz-c h). (OGZ < h) 

ys’ (h<z< H’ 

ui = ‘Ii 

1 uzi (h< z<H) 

I& us transform the expression (15): 

Q = [ [ y(‘)LyW _ Y@)LY(r)] &- + i (@)MU(2) _ U@)MU(‘)] & ~ 

0 0 

h H 

zzz (yl(‘)y,‘@) - yl’WylW) -I- B (y3(‘)y3”2) - y3’(‘)y3(z)) + 

0 
I h 

I 

h H 

1. /j (U,(‘)~,W - u,Wu,‘(‘)) + c (u,(0u,‘(2) - u3(2)u3’(1)) 

0 
I h 
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(‘sing the conditions for 2 = 0, z = IJ, z = h, we will get 

Q = (al,yzl(l) _1- a,,u,(J)) z=f, y,‘(2) lz__h --7/,(o) Ii :h (F1 ,,r/:l’ll) f f312u3’(1))z=h - 

- L3y:p ‘;:_,,j/:,‘(?) j;_,, + p y’p 12=,,y/:,(‘) lz__,, -I- Au,‘(“) ~:,,,,(a,,y,(‘) + a,&)),=~ - 

- :hr,(‘) (;3_,?/:1’(‘) + jL2113’(‘)) jr=* -- cup )z,,,113’@) iz ,, t cup ~z,p3’(~) jzzh 

We shall try to find values of A, R, C, for which Q will be zero. 

To this en,1 the conflitions 

2,,1/,‘(2) - By,‘(-) j .Is,,rr,‘(“) = 0, 

a,,~,‘(“) -+ ila,,u,‘(“) - CU,‘(~) = 0, 

must be satisfied for z = h, where 

Aa = aIIcb2 - z12aq,, 33 = ;-J1*pzz - /3&, , 

Since the functions Y (2!, [I( 2) satisfy t!le same con~litions as Y (1) 

d”, 

, 

we obtain the fnllowing relations among A, R, C: 

7he conllitions t 19) are consequences of ( 18) since 

,3jk -= Epaik 

From the first three relations of (18) we will find the unknowns A, 

R, C, and obtain 

.SuLstituting the founcl A, R, C, in the last of the relations (In), we 

see that it is fulfilled automatically, since 

Thus, for A, R, C, computed hy the formulas (?n), the expression (15) 

vanishes. 

If we take for the functions al and a,, Z, an<1 Z2,that is solutions 

of the equation .I;! = -1r’Z corresponding to two distinct eigenvalues, 
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then keeping in mind that 

\ - P’2Yli 

Lyi =\ --p2y3i ::2:=:1;, 

we will obtain 

MUi= 
- (o<z <h) 

II) 

H 

s 
~,WJ,WZ _t- B 

s 
y3(')y3Wz + A 

5 
U,(')U,wz -k c \u3~1h3~2~dz = 0 (21) 

0 h 0 h 

‘Ihus the eigenfunctions Z, 

sense of (21). 

and zz turn out to be orthogonal in the 

For the proof of other properties of the eigenfunctions we will use 

the theory of integral equations. To this end we shall construct Green’s 

function G(z,zO). Such a function will be clearly a tensor of rank two: 

(22) 

As it is known, the eigenfunctions are determined by the relation 

z =; - [I? [c (2, C) z (C) dT, (23) 

The function G satisfies the equation 

(24) 

The components G,, and G,, are continuous at the point z = z,, together 

with their first derivatives, and the components G,, and G,,, while 
themselves continuous at the point z = z,,, have a discontinuity in their 

derivatives. 

3 (zo $- 0, 20) - + (z. -- 0, &J = I for zo<h 

1 --. 
u 

for zo> h 
(25) 

+ (z. $- 0, zO) - $ (zO - 0, zo) = + 
for z. <h 

(26) 
- 
c 

for zo>h 

Further, the function G must satisfy the boundary conditions 

dG -=O for-z-On z-II 
dz (27) 

Gl 
all 

h-0 = 
a21 

;:‘, ) G Ih+o. (28) 
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As it is known, the solutidn of the equation 

h@==F 

(where CD is a vector with components Y, IJ and F is 

nents fl, f2 1 is represented as: 

H H 

a vector with conpo- 

Clearly 

LY = fl, MU=y, 

Let us further apply to the integral equations under consideration 

the general theory of equations with a synmetrical root. To this end we 

shall prove the symnetry of Green s function, i.e. we will establish that 

(Q2, A@>,) = (-4% 01) (30) 

where CD,, 0 are two vector functions, and the operator A is determined 

from the fo ;i lowing relations 

AY(4 = i 1% ( 21, 4 Y (4 + G,, (21, 4 u (41 dz, 
0 
H (31) 

Thus, the proof of formula (30) ‘is reduced to the proof of the follow- 

ing relations 

G,I (21, in)=‘% (22, sl), G,z (21, s,)=Gzl(~, 4, GB (zl, z,)=& (22, 4 (32) 

Let us establish the formulas (32) for Green’s function, introduced 

according to (22). As shown above (see formula (I-5)) the relation 

H 

s 
(@,,A% - U&AfD,,)dz = 0 

0 

is valid for the vector functions a,, and m,, satisfying the equations 

A@,, = F1, A@,, = F, 

and the boundary conditions (9) and (10). 

Let us take for the functions 6, and Qz vectors, which are a part of 

the tensors G(z, z,) = G(l) and G(z, z,) = G(‘) Clearly 

AG"' = ( 6 (z - 21) 0 ’ 6(z--2) 0 
o S(z - 2,) ’ 

AG"' = ( o 
6 (2 - ZJ 

(33) 
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Applying formula (15) to the vectors 

GlF ( i Cal(l) 
c,p ( 1 iC*a(l) 

H 

H 

Cl2 
(2) 

G (2) 

G::(2) 
1 

czs(g) 1 

we obtain the formulas (321. 

The symmetry of Green’s function allows us to conclude imnediately 

that all eigenvalues of our problem X = - p2 are real, and that the eigen- 

functions form orthogonal systems in the sense of (211, as has already 

been established. 

We shall now prove that the eigenfunctions form a complete system. To 
this end we shall use the Hilbert-Schmidt theory. It is sufficient to 

show that any twice continuously differentiable function satisfying the 

boundary conditions can be represented as a source by the root, i.e. 

that any vector Cp can be represented in the form of the integral 

(D+) = [c(z, cjh(t)dc (34) 
0 

In order to obtain such a representation,. we shall substitute the 

vector Cp in the left member of the equation 

A(D=h (35) 

We will get the function h. It can easily be verified that X = 0 is 
not the eigenvalue of our problem. Therefore, the solution of the equa- 

tion (35) is unique, and is clearly expressed by the formula (341, which 

is what had to be proved. After the construction of the system of eigen- 
functions Z(z), a solution of the boundary value problem is easily ob- 

tained in the form of a series. 

The authors have solved several versions of the afore-mentioned bound- 

ary value problem, where it was sufficient to restrict oneself to six 

terms for the functions Y 
*I;))* n2 

(2) 

Y1( k), V;( k, and n,(‘), n7 
, and nine terms for the functions 

. In the course of the solution of the 
problem an electronic computer BESM ‘was used. 

Translated by I.S. 


